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MNI POLITICAL RISK ANALYSIS - US Daily Brief 23-11-22  
By Adam Burrowes 

 

The White House 

- President Biden has no public events scheduled. 

 

Elections Countdown:  

❖ Georgia Senate Runoff: 13 days 

❖ 2024 Presidential Election: 713 days 

 

 

 

Republican News 

The Supreme Court has ruled that the House Ways and Means Committee can obtain former 

President Donald Trump’s tax returns after a multi-year battle between Congress and Trump’s 

legal team.  

• The decision means that the US Treasury Department will be compelled to present 

six-years of tax returns to the Democratic-controlled House panel.   

• The New York Times called the decision “a decisive loss for Trump, delivered by a 

court whose conservative supermajority includes three justices he appointed.” 

• The Supreme Court decision comes just weeks before Republicans take control of the 

House of Representatives and certainly disband all Congressional probes relating to 

former President Trump. 

Trump received further bad news in the form of polling, yesterday. A Harvard CAPS-Harris 

Poll has found that 20 percent of voters described the former president as “the biggest loser” 

of the midterm elections and another 14 percent said the same about “MAGA Republicans. 

• Brian Seitchik, an Arizona-based GOP strategist, quoted by the Hill said: “The policies 

of Donald Trump were a win, but when the rubber hit the road and Donald Trump re-

emerged and started handpicking candidates, some of whom were grossly 

underqualified, I think people were calling it, ‘Oh yeah, the chaos. I can’t take any more 

of this…’” 

• The same Harvard CAPS-Harris Poll found that 15 percent of respondents identified 

Florida Governor Ron DeSantis (R-FL) as “the biggest winner of last week’s election.”  

Department of Homeland Security 

House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy’s (R-CA) bid for the Speaker’s Gavel is getting 

increasingly complicated.  
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• McCarthy can only stand to lose four Republican votes and still achieve the requisite 

218 votes to become House Speaker in January. At least six House Republicans are 

on the record stating opposition to McCarthy’s candidacy. 

 

• Punchbowl News writes that the list, “includes GOP Reps. Matt Gaetz (R-FL), Bob 

Good (R-VA) and Ralph Norman (R-SC), who say they’re hard “nos.” Reps. Matt 

Rosendale (R-MO), Andy Biggs (R-AZ) and Ken Buck (R-CO) sound like “no” as well, 

but they’ve stopped short of vowing to oppose McCarthy.” 

The bloc opposing McCarthy are all members of the right-wing Freedom Caucus, a group who 

have called for reprisals against Biden administration officials, including President Biden 

himself. 

• McCarthy yesterday called on Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas to 

resign over his handling of the US-Mexico border, saying that the GOP will consider 

impeachment next year if he refuses. 

 

• McCarthy said in El Paso, Texas, yesterday: “If Secretary Mayorkas does not resign, 

House Republicans will investigate, every order, every action and every failure will 

determine whether we can begin impeachment inquiry.” 

• McCarthy continued: “Our country may never recover from Secretary Mayorkas’s 

dereliction of duty.” 

Punchbowl: “After covering McCarthy for his entire congressional career – and having written 

a book that was primarily about him – we can’t recall a situation as perilous for the California 

Republicans as the one he faces right now. His failed run for speaker in 2015 was a lot less 

dramatic. McCarthy dropped that bid before he even made it to a GOP conference vote.” 

Government Funding 

Democrats on the House and Senate Appropriations committees have begun drafting 

spending bills for the Fiscal Year 23 government funding package.  

• Congressional reporter John Bresnahan writes: “…with a Dec. 16 funding deadline 

looming and no real progress on an omnibus package, Democrats are quietly drafting 

bills they hope could attract bipartisan support, according to sources familiar with the 

situation. These bills will include GOP and Democratic priorities, as well as earmarks 

sought by members and senators in both parties.” 

 

• With so little floor time to complete negotiations during the lame-duck session of 

Congress and the Georgia Senate race still undecided, another short-term stopgap 

measure appears the most likely pathway to keep the government funded. 

 

Congressional Business 

The House is out 

The Senate is out 
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Committee Schedule –  

 

Midterms 

Republican Rep David Valadao (R-CA) has become the second of 10 House Republicans who 

voted to impeach former President Donald Trump to survive the midterm cycle. 

• Here is the final score for Trump impeachers, per Politico: “Among the 10 House 

Republicans who voted to impeach Trump in early 2021, the only other winner was 

Rep. Dan Newhouse (R-WA), who won decisively earlier this month after surviving a 

challenge from Trump-endorsed Republican Loren Culp in the August all-party 

primary. Valadao had also made it out of an all-party primary.” 

“Reps. Liz Cheney (R-Wyo.), Tom Rice (R-S.C.), Jaime Herrera Beutler (R-Wash.) and Peter 

Meijer (R-Mich.) all lost their primaries. The other four — Reps. Anthony Gonzalez (R-Ohio), 

Fred Upton (R-Mich.), John Katko (R-N.Y.) and Adam Kinzinger (R-Ill.) — did not seek another 

term.” 

Student Loans 

The Biden administration has extended its freeze on student loan payments until June 2023 

as it considers its options to combat a legal challenge to its debt forgiveness plan.  

• President Biden said in a statement: “I’m confident that our student debt relief plan is 

legal. But it’s on hold because Republican officials want to block it. That’s why 

[Education Secretary Miguel Cardona] is extending the payment pause to no later than 

June 30, 2023, giving the Supreme Court time to hear the case in its current term.”  

Ukraine 

Lawmakers attending the Halifax International Security Forum told Politico that “Congress is 

likely to allocate well more than the USD$38 billion the Biden administration requested for 

Ukraine’s military and economic needs as part of a year-end governing funding bill. And that 

extra infusion is set to advance with the help of senior Republicans, even as influential 

conservative groups urge a pause.” 

• According to Politico, the package is expected to pass before the new Congress comes 

into session in January.  

A bipartisan group of 16 Senators, led by Senators Joni Ernst (R-IA) and Joe Manchin (D-

WV), have written to President Biden urging the administration to supply more technically 

advanced drones to Kyiv.  

• The group believe the benefits of helping Ukraine take out Russian positions outweigh 

the risks of sensitive US drone technology falling into Russian hands. 

The group wrote in a letter: “The MQ-1C could erode Russia’s long-range fires advantage. 

Most importantly, armed UAS could find and attack Russian warships in the Black Sea, 

breaking its coercive blockade and alleviate dual pressures on the Ukrainian economy and 

global food prices.” 
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Turkey 

Turkey and the United States may be headed for confrontation in Syria as Ankara prepares to 

launch a ground attack on US-supported Kurdish forces in northern Syria in response to a 

terrorist attack in Istanbul, last week.  

• Turkish President Recep Erdoğan said yesterday: “We have been bearing down on 

terrorists for a few days with our planes, cannons, and guns. God willing, we will root 

out all of them as soon as possible, together with our tanks, our soldiers.” 

 

• Kremlin spokesperson Dmitry Peskov said: “We understand and respect Turkey’s 

concerns about ensuring its own security. At the same time, we call on all parties to 

refrain from steps that could lead to the destabilization of the overall situation.” 

White House National Security Council spokesperson John Kirby also stated that Turkey has 

a legitimate right to defend itself and its citizens but said cross-border operations “might force 

a reaction by some of our SDF partners that would limit and constrain their ability to fight 

against ISIS…and we want to be able to keep the pressure on ISIS.” 

• Pentagon Deputy Press Secretary Sabrina Singh said at a Pentagon presser: “We 

continue to urge for de-escalation on all sides and in our conversations.” 

• Soner Cagaptay at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy’s said, “the US may 

not resist too strongly since it wants Turkey, a NATO ally, to accept Sweden and 

Finland’s accession to the [NATO] alliance.”  

Energy Security 

The G7 is preparing to announce the terms of a price cap on Russian oil exports. 

• According to Reuters, “a decision on the price cap level could come as soon as 

Wednesday or Thursday after a meeting of EU ambassadors” and “the coalition will 

probably adjust the [price level] a few times a year rather than monthly.” 

A US Treasury official told reporters yesterday: "Our hope is that they will finish that 

consultation relatively soon and put us in a position where our entire coalition can announce 

a price."  

• Reuters: “The coalition has agreed to set a fixed price on Russian oil rather than a 

floating rate, discounted to an oil price index.... The coalition worried that a floating 

price pegged below an oil benchmark might enable Russian President Vladimir Putin 

to easily game the mechanism by reducing supply, from Russia, one of the world's 

largest oil exporters.” 

China 

Taiwan Foreign Minister Joseph Wu has said that talks between US President Joe Biden and 

Chinese President Xi Jinping signal an easing of tensions in the region.  

• Wu: “The kinds of messages coming from the United States this time, we feel rather 

comfortable about the meetings.” 
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• The meeting between Xi and Biden was the first in-person meeting between the two 

leaders since before the COVID-19 pandemic and marked a hectic return to diplomacy 

by Xi who met with numerous leaders at the G-20 summit and APEC summits last 

week. 

Iran 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) confirmed yesterday that Iran has begun 

enriching uranium to 60% purity at its Fordow facility.  

• IAEA Director General Rafael Mariano Grossi said in a statement that, “Iran had started 

producing high enriched uranium – UF6 enriched up to 60% - using the existing two 

cascades of IR-6 centrifuges in the Fordow Fuel Enrichment Plant (FFEP), in addition 

to such production that has taken place at Natanz since April 2021.” 

The three European (E3) signatories to the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) 

nuclear accords responded in a statement: “By increasing its production capabilities at Fordow 

and Natanz… and by accelerating its production of enriched uranium, Iran has taken further 

significant steps in hollowing out the JCPOA.” 

• The E3 statement continued: “Iran’s step is a challenge to the global non-proliferation 

system. This step, which carries significant proliferation-related risks, has no credible 

civilian justification.” 

 

• White House National Security Council Spokesperson John Kirby told journalists: 

“We've long observed that Iran has continued to try to shorten their breakout time. This 

is why, when we came into office, we worked so hard to pursue a renewal re-entry into 

the JCPOA. Obviously, we're not close to that right now.” 

The report comes amid increased tensions between Iran and the US across multiple spheres. 

The US has expressed solidarity with Iranian anti-regime protestors and condemned missile 

attacks on Iraqi Kurdish targets. 

• This week the US Navy accused Iran of a November 15 drone attack on a commercial 

tanker off the coast of Oman.  

• A statement by US Naval Forces Central Command claims the attack fits “a historical 

pattern of Iran’s increasing use of a lethal capability directly or through its proxies 

across the Middle East.” 

• Vice Admiral Brad Cooper: “The Iranian attack on a commercial tanker transiting 

international waters was deliberate, flagrant and dangerous, endangering the lives of 

the ship’s crew and destabilizing maritime security in the Middle East.” 

Poll of the Day 

An AARP polling report, the first significant polling data on the Georgia Senate runoff, has 

shown Democrat incumbent Senator Raphael Warnock (D-GA) with a narrow 51% - 47% lead 

over Republican challenger Herschel Walker. 
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• AARP: “Both candidates are winning their own party’s voters by huge margins, with 

Warnock up 15-points with Independents. There is a gender gap, with Warnock leading 

by 11-points among women voters and Walker up 5 with men.” 

Chart 1: Georgia Senate Runoff, Runoff Polling Vs Midterm Polling 

 

Source: AARP 
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violation seriously and will pursue available legal remedies. 
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